TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Terms and Conditions
These Terms of Service may be edited throughout your usage of this site, without prior
notice. Any continued use of www.redstreet24.com verifies that you have accepted to abide
by the new Terms of Service. Keep in mind that any terms and conditions of any additional
agreements using www.redstreet24.com must be honored in addition to the following
Terms of Service.

Responsibility
This website contains images and content of an erotic nature. If this disturbs your ethics or
your morals you are asked to leave. By continuing to navigate, you declare that you are an
adult according to the laws where you are and that you accept the content of the website.
By navigating this website and clicking on the links on this website, you confirm having
read, understood and accepted the terms and conditions of the same. In no event shall the
administrators of this website be responsible with regard to the services offered in the
advertisements or for the content which is added by an escort to their web page.
The (male, female, trans and companies) advertisers are solely responsible for the services
offered in their adverts and shall be personally answerable to the law in force in their
countries in the event of violations and/or perpetration of any crimes. The Management of
the site reserves the unchallengeable right to block, remove and obscure adverts and photos
and to report (male, female, trans and companies) advertisers (to the police) where a
violation of a current law is ascertained, without compensation.
By entering www.redstreet24.com , you certify the following information and understand
that we are relying on such certification and agreement to these terms of service for
allowing entry into the site. You hereby certify under unsworn declaration of perjury the
following:
* That you are 18 years of age or older (according to the laws in your country)
* That you are familiar with all local laws in your area affecting your legal right to access
erotica or adult-oriented website.
* That you will never share these materials with a minor or in ANY WAY.

Copyrights
The trademarks, names, logos and service marks (collectively “trademarks”) displayed on
this website are registered and unregistered trademarks of the website owner. Nothing
contained on this website should be construed as granting any license or right to use any
trademark without the prior written permission of the website owner.
We are not employers
We are not employers of the (male and female) escorts placed in our web pages. They are
agencies and/or independent (male and female) escorts who have ensured that all the
services offered are fully compliant with current law. Furthermore, the staff who work to
manage and develop this site absolutely do not supply any type of supplementary service
(photographic services, layout, and preparation of the advert, translation and/or correction of
the same), limiting themselves to providing any technical/IT support.
You are an adult and, being at least of 18 years of age, you cannot be believed to be
offended by the adult content of this site.

Non-offence
This site is not to be accessed in order to take material from this site which is to be used
against any person, whether real or not, in any manner imaginable. Your interest in all the
data is of a purely private nature and the content of this site is only for personal use.
Any violation of this fundamental and binding rule shall be promptly reported to the
competent Police Authorities of this Country.

Delivery Policy

All free ads are activated as soon as the registration form is validated. If a free ad has not
been reactivated (login = activation) for 30 days continuously, the ad no longer appears in
the ranking of "active" profiles.

Paid ads are activated as soon as payment is received, for a contractual duration of
"according to the chosen subscription".
As the system is fully automated, any defect must be reported to us as soon as possible.

Refund policy
No refunds are accepted.
Upon payment, you confirm that you accept our terms of use and you agree that under no
circumstances will you receive a refund. No guarantee is given on the results of your
advertisements. Any figures that you may find on our site are only estimates based on
member returns and Google statistics without contractual value.
Discounts, compensation and offers are at our sole discretion including in case of failure or
deletion of the www.redstreet24.com website.

Chat and Private Messages
If you are speaking of someone in a manner which could be inappropriate then you are
committing libel. Content which is intended to damage the reputation of another person is a
violation. We will not tolerate the failure to respect other individuals, and we will take all
legal action to protect our personal and professional dignity and that of our clients.
Access and login
Your login and password must not be passed on to third parties under any circumstances.
We decline all responsibility for the protection of your access to www.redstreet24.com.

Original Content
Using www.redstreet24.com doesn't allow you advertising of fake pictures, imported from
the internet, scam advertising or any other illegal content which will try to trick internet
visitors. The company listed at the bottom of the page has the right to
close/terminate/suspend any account with this intention, without compensation.

Unique Content
The use of www.redstreet24.com allows the use of several accounts. However, the site
administrators reserve the right to delete at any time and without refund any duplicate ads
devaluing the overall quality of the ads and user experience in our sole opinion and for any
other reason, without compensation.

Content Posting
You may not publish on our website any content copied from another website without the
knowledge of the true owner. In this case, we have the right to close / terminate / suspend
your account, without refund and without notice. Any content may be removed if we believe
that it is harmful to our site or we deem it inappropriate, without refund and without notice.

Www.redstreet24.com Website Usage
At Redstreet24.com we like to have faith in our website users. We expect that you will
behave respectfully and within moral reason. From this point on you acknowledge that you
are expected to act morally and abide by the rules established in this policy. You must never
interfere with the security of our website users or www.redstreet24.com in general. You will
never abuse www.redstreet24.com or our services. You agree to never abuse system
resources, interfere with accounts, or disrupt www.redstreet24.com servers or any
networks that are associated or accessible through www.redstreet24.com or our affiliates.
You will never interfere with www.redstreet24.com user enjoyment. You will always follow
www.redstreet24.com restrictions of access to our sites. Most importantly, you agree to
follow all laws that comply with the use of www.redstreet24.com. These may be
international, national, state or local regulations. You acknowledge that we are not
responsible for businesses that advertise on www.redstreet24.com, and/or the quality of
services or goods they provide.

Link Exchange
Using www.redstreet24.com allow you using our banners on your website only with our
knowledge. We don't encourage any use of our banners in websites without knowledge of
the real owner.

Sex and Prostitution
Redstreet24.com doesn't encourage sex and prostitution especially in countries where this
is prohibited. Redstreet24.com doesn't take any responsibility for the actions and attitude of
the members outside of our website. Www.redstreet24.com is only a host of adult content,
the ads are managed by each of the registered members all responsible for the content and
services they offer.
Confidentiality and use of data
Www.redstreet24.com and the company listed at the bottom of the page cannot be held
responsible for the use by third parties of any data that you decide to publish publicly. Use
of www.redstreet24.com does not guarantee the confidentiality of any suggestions you
make, comments submitted, ideas shared, original material proposed, or other data you
choose to provide via email or other submission process. On www.redstreet24.com, and this
includes other possible publications on our website. Once submitted, these materials and
data will become the property of www.redstreet24.com and you will waive your right to the
materials mentioned. www.redstreet24.com may then use these materials for any purpose
without notice or payment.
The data that the company listed at the bottom of the page and www.redstreet24.com
collect are: all data from analysis services such as Google Analytics and others, email, any
digital content, phone number including after deletion of a profile or account. This list is
non-exhaustive, you can contact us at any time to find out how we use certain data not
listed below.
Payment and fraud :
Payments are made through secure and professional services, www.redstreet24.com and
the company listed at the bottom of the page can not be held responsible for any
malfunction.
All attempts at fraud will be reported to the relevant authorities and financial offices. Your
account and profile will be banned from www.redstreet24.com without refund and without
notice.

